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英文概要 Abstract The “human coexistence” is the required manners and also a 
fundamental tool toward hope in the globalized society. What can 
education do for people to “live together”? In this book, 24 authors 
discuss the ways education and humans should lead in the 
contemporary society, from the multiple aspects such as human 
relations at schools, schools as organizations, and connections 
between people and society.  
The chapters in this book are as follows: 
Chapter 1: Toward Education for Human Coexistence and Hope 
(by TANAKA, Toji) 
Chapter 2: UNESCO’s Philosophies on Education (by MINEI, 
Akiko) 
Chapter 3: Required “Competencies to Live Together” in the 
Individualized Society (by OKAMOTO, Tomochika) 
Chapter 4: The Forgotten Discourse on “Human Coexistence” (by 
HIRATA, Yuji) 
Chapter 5: Can Human Coexistence Speak of Hope? (by 
HASHIMOTO, Noriyuki) 
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Practices (by KARAKI, Kiyoshi) 
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in Higher Education Institutions in UK (by MUGIKURA, 
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Yoshiyasu) 
Chapter 18: Network Activities among Citizens and Creation of 
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Hiroyuki) 
Chapter 20: Popularization of Higher Education among Women 
and their “Increased Participation in the Workforce” (by 
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